The No Longer Soviet Union:
Economic Ramifications
f
- Igor Binnan, Pentagon atice of Net Assessment.
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According to Mr. Birman, the sudden, unpredicted collapse of the Soviet Empire
did not come about because of any consistent, well thought out Western
initiative, but rather the Soviet Union disintegrated under the weight of its own
internal problems, primarily the failure of its insane economic system. The
current disastrous state of affairs in many areas of the former Soviet Union stems
from attempts to foster democracy in a society where there is a lack of
democratic traditions. One should expect imminent widespread fracturing of the
former empire into regions where each region will pursue policies believed to be
in the best interest of the local population.
At present Russia's economic policy is being forged by a team of 50 - 60 bright,
pragmatic, young men who are not encumbered by ideological predispositions.
However, most of this group of potential leaders are lacking in administrative
experience. This could be particularly serious because the society also lacks
people in large numbers who have developed the practical business skills needed
to make a market economy effective.
One of the biggest strategic errors that has been made is the freeing of prices
before effective mechanisms for privatization have been put in place. Since this
hesitation to encourage privatization is noticeable, even in areas such as the
Baltic States, it is difficult to be optimistic about its implementation in Russia and
the other Republics. Indeed, conditions now existing throughout the former
Soviet Union point to a long and painful period of transition to an effective
economic system; what is worse, during this transition period there will be the
constant danger of severe disenchantment with democracy on the part of the
populace.
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SOME NOTES ON THE SITUATION IN THE FORMER USSR
Igor Birman , Ph . D.
This is an attempt to present some background for a discussion.
For the sake of brevity I am excluding detailed explanations ,
quotations and supportive arguments and facts . Such a style, at
times, may convey greater conviction or certainty about a
particular point than I really hold . Since I am trying to give
as complete a picture as possible I do· not pretend to aspire to
complete originality .
I-1. The sudden, unpredicted collapse of the Soviet Empire is
demonstrative of the lack of understanding of the Soviet system
by the Western Sovietology establishment . The West had been
fortunate because, protests from the left notwithstanding, it had
continued to arm itself and to stand united. However, though
evertts such as Reagan's "Star Wars" helped end any illusions the
Kremlin might have held, the USSR did not crumble due to a
consistent , well thought out Western initiative. Rather, it
disintegrated under the weight of its own internal problems,
uppermost among which was the failure of its insane economic
system.
I-2. There is no longer any rational basis for viewing the
fragments of the Soviet empire (henceforth referred to as the
"republics") as any type of unified entity. The future paths of
Russia (assuming that Russia itself does not fall apart) and of
the other republics are separate. The question isn't whether
these paths will become divergent but at how rapid a pace.
I-3. The concentration of Western attention on Russia and Ukraine
will lead to an immediate shift in orientation by the Muslim
republics not only toward Turkey but toward Iran, Iraq, Syria,
Pakistan, etc . . . . Kazahstan , meanwhile, will increasingly turn
its attention and its markets toward South Korea, Singapore,
etc . . . .
I-4. There is practically no chance for a quick transformation of
the Soviet economy and society. The process will last for
decades with various ups and downs along the way. Thus, it is
futile to seek quick-fix solutions and attention must be focused
on long term goals.
I-5 . There is a definite lack of clarity as to what we (the West ,
the US) desire in regard to the Soviet situation . Our goals
should be limited to guaranteeing our own security as opposed to
tampering with or encouraging a particular political or economic
layout simply because we believe in its validity. The current
disastrous situation sterns from the attempts to foster democracy
in a society where there is a lack of democratic traditions and

where "authoritarian rule" would, at this point, facilitate real
change. One only needs to look at the butchery going on in
Georgia to get an idea of the problems which premature
democratization can bring.
THE SITUATION
II-1. Of all the republics, the fate of Russia is the most
uncertain.
Fragmenting _.forces, and not only of an et_hnic - ..
nationalistic nature, are continually gaining momentum. More and
more areas are declaring their independence.
One should also be careful about relying too much on the
"relative" political st~bility of Ukraine and the Mu~lim
republics.
Relations between Ukrainian leaders will inevitably
deteriorate, especially as the economic situation worsens.
In
the Muslim republics, religious, ethnic and nationalistic flames
are clearly raging underneath the surface but it is unclear when
and how they will break through and manifest themselves.
II-2. Central authority itself, as well as Yeltsin's hold over
it, does not appear particularly strong~ There is no indication
that the central government's power base has expanded beyond
where it was when Yeltsin took over from Gorbachev. Although
Yeltsin has been able to defeat the privileges, power and
ideology of the (already weakened) Party, this does not
necessarily qualify him as a "constructive" statesman able to
"build" and not just "destroy". However, the barely concealed
antipathy of Western leaders toward him, caused by his victory
over Gorbachev, is hardly justified. He is incomparably more
decisive than Gorbachev, and he appears to have freed himself
from ideological bias. On the other hand his intellectualcultural attributes are somewhat questionable, and he may not be
without a certain racial xenophobia.
It should be noted that a large proportion of Yeltsin's power
comes from the fact that there is no viable political alternative
(one could even say political opposition).
So far there is no
opposition in sight but one could quickly arise and unite all of
the various opposing factions.
II-3. Although central authority in the republics seems for the
moment more secure this is a temporary phenomenon, especially if
the republics move toward democratization. Judging by the
Baltics it seems doubtful that republic governments will any time
soon be able to get away from demagoguery and make real moves
forward.
II-4. Russia's economic policy "team", led by Gaidar and Shahin,
consists of 50-60 bright, pragmatic, young men who are
unincumbered by ideological predispositions and who are
relatively well skilled in macroeconomic theory.
However, they
are severely hampered by their ignorance of the inner workings of
the old apparatus (the actual mechanics which moved the soviet
system), as well as by their lack of administrative experience .
Moreover, in their emphasis on the role of government in the
economy, they seem to be missing the fundamental point
that in the West, even in those economies in which governments
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play the biggest roles, everyday economic decisions and
functionality are completely decentralized .
There is a clear absence of a unified plan with a concrete
goal and a worked out method of reaching that goal . A clear
mistake (a large part of the blame for this lies on western macro
economists like J.Sachs) is that prices began to be "freed "
before privatization could begin. The same thing happened in
Poland causing unsatisfactory results even though conditions
going __into the reforms there w.e re a lot mm;:e favorable .
Again, the best thing which could be said about the "team" is
that :right now there is no viable alternative for it either .
II-5. There is no concrete information about the economic
programs of the other republic governments.
It seems safe to say
that none of them have begun implementing meaningful reforms.
Especially discouraging is the fact that even the Baltics have
yet to institute real privatization .
II-6. The main brunt of the political-economic problem can be
formulated quite simply: which process will be faster - the
economy falling until some unspecified low and then improving
enough to make a noticeable difference to the people, or the
people, who gradually get fed up with continuing hardships,
finally revolting and putting the country into chaos.
In my opinion the chance for avoiding an absolute economic
catastrophe hovers around zero . I do not see any reasons why the
economy should start getting better in the foreseeable future .
The "freeing up" of prices had in this respect a few pluses and
many minuses. Massive western aid could bring temporary relief
but in and of itself will not create the conditions necessary for
an economic revival (in some respects it will only make matters
worse) .
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Agriculture, even allowing for a rapid privatization of land
ownership (which is highly improbable), will take a while to
revive . By all accounts the 1992 harvest will be unprecedentedly
small.
The distribution and supply networks are in need of
complete rebuilding - it is their complete disarray which is in
large part responsible for the current shortages . Outside of a
select few military industries the industrial infrastructure is
hopelessly outdated and inadequate . The same can be said about
the country's general infrastructure such as roads, airports
b:idge~ etc ...
What's more, the situation will only get worse
since investment and construction have all but ceased .

PREDICTIONS
III-1. Unavoidable:
-- a long term (far longer than a year) worsening of the economic
situation;
attempts to institute their own currencies in the republics
concurrent with a further weakening of inter-republic ties;
-- a further increase in ethnic related tensions within the
republics;
.
-- massive outbursts of public outrage regarding the economic
hardships;
-- increasing occur:rences of violence - crime related as: well as
state sponsored;
-- disenchantment with democracy on the part of the populace;
a longing for "strong" government and the resulting increase in
the political power of the conservative right;
the liquidation of a unified military command and the creation
of separate, "republic" armies;
the change of administrations in a number of republics;
a further deterioration in the political and social fabric of
Russia; some areas will attempt to secede; law and order will
continue to weaken throughout.
III-2.

Probable:

-- further delays of wide spread privatization in Russia and
especially in the republics;
-- attempts to use the army's growing discontent for political
maneuvering by various parties;
-- establishment of a nondemocratic regime in (a large part of)
Russia;
-- worsening of inter-republic tensions, maybe to the point of
limited military conflict;
III-3. Improbable:
-- attempts by Yeltsin, or those who replace him, to reestablish
the Empire;
-- successful economic reforms in Ukraine, Belyorus or any other
republic in the near future;
full scale civil war in Russia;
full scale military conflict between the republics - a repeat
of Yugoslavia's nightmare;
democracy in the Muslim republics;
III-4. Impossible:
-- the success of any attempt to reestablish the empire;
-- Russia collecting enough taxes to get its budget deficits
under control;
-- the economic initiatives of Gaidar's - Shohin's "team" are
successful; the "team" stays around longer than a few months;
-- the current generation will live under a full fledged
democratic capitalism;
-- full scale military conflict between the Slavic republics

